Coming in 2021...

AAR Std 2-bay Coal Hopper
Offset Sides - 1940s to 1970s
B&O 640511 (zhob-01)
B&O 827048 (zhob-02)

C&EI 97393 (zhob-03)
C&EI 97402 (zhob-04)

D&H 7215 (zhob-05)

SL-SF 90802 (zhob-06)
SL-SF 90998 (zhob-07)

RDG 82267 (zhob-08)
RDG 85140 (zhob-09)

ALSO AVAILABLE: Black Undec - RTR (zhob-99)

First RTR from this TOOLING!
• High-quality Injection-molded Styrene body

• Etched metal detail parts; interior metal weights
• Pad-printed lettering and graphics
• Ready-to-Run - with plain bearing trucks and AAR type couplers
• Prototypes ran from the 1940s through the 1960s... a few into the 1970s
History:
The Association of American Railroads (AAR) 50-ton, 2-bay offset-side hoppers, originally
designed during the 1930‘s, were used by major Class I Eastern and Central coal-carrying
railroads in the US and Canada from the mid-1930s up through the 1950s, even when
superseded by newer and larger 3-bay cars. Over 127,000 of these cars were produced;
both the C&O and B&O had over 20,000 cars; the L&N had 19,000.
As both the 2-bay and 3-bay cars began to be replaced by 100-ton roller-bearing equipped
cars in the 1960s, many lasted into the 1970’s in Maintenance-of-Way (MoW) service.
Prototype Construction:
The AAR offset side, identified by its inward taper at the top of each side, was produced in two
major variations: AAR Standard, and AAR Alternate Standard. The AAR Standard has 9 unequallyspaced ribs, while the AAR Alternate Standard has equal rib spacing.
Car ends also came in a number of variations, and while the flat-topped end was widely used,
each railroad could order their preference of ends with heap shields, including: oval, notchedoval, angular, or notched-angular variants.
On Branch Lines or Local Freight trains, a typical consist would contain several hopper cars,
delivering coal to local industries and distributors. For many, the most treasured memory is of
long Main Line ‘Coal drags’ in the Eastern US mountains ... moving a hundred or more hopper
cars from coal mines to regional customers, including steel mills, power plants, or cities.

References:
Railroad Prototype Cyclopedia (RPCyc), Volumes 1,2,4,8, and 9

Custom crafted for Zeuke TT [NL] in the EU using styrene parts from TiTan TT [AU]
with additional etched metal parts by Fischer [DE] ... Artwork design by

Not suitable for children under 14 years.
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